
SOLAR LIGHT MANUAL

Solar Panel: Effective polysicicon solar panel.
LED: 14 Leds built-in, 7 warm white, 7 cold white,light coverage area is about 4-100 squire 
           meters direction adjustable.
Working time: Mode 1 sensor strong light>70 times/weak long light mode 10 hours;
                              Mode 2 sensor>100 times; mode 3 8 hours; mode 4>150 times.
Charing time: 6-8 hours(different weather condition may reflects different charing time,
                             according to summer)
Waterproof: IP65
Battery: 3.7v 2000mah rechargeable battery
Switch: Hand switch + Light Switch + Sensor Switch
Installation: Wall or Ground

Introduction:
1. Effective polysilicon solar panel providing 

     long lifetime using

2. 4 working modes available for multiple application 

3. 1 built-in 2000mah 18650 rechargeable battery provides 500+ times using

4. Solar pannel 180°adjusatble available,light head 360°adjusable available

5. Built-in warm/cold white LEDs,light color can be shift as wish

6. 2 installation mode, can install on wall or insert into ground 

    

Switch/Mode Instruction:
Mode 1: Sensor Strong Light + Weak Light,when it's dark,automatically long weak light. If there is a people approaching,it becomes 

                 strong light automatically,when people leave the sensor area,it shifts to long weak light in 30 seconds.

Mode 2: Sensor Strong Light + Shutoff,when it's dark,the light keeps off,if there is a people coming closer, the light switches to 

                 strong light.When people leave the sensor area, the light shuts off in 30 seconds.

Mode 3: Long Light,when it's dark, the light switches on until the battery runs out or daybreak appears.In this mode, the sensor 

                 is not running.

Mode 4: Sensor Strong Flashing Mode + Shut off, when it's dark,the light shuts off. If there is a people coming around,it flashes in

                  strong light condition,when people leave the sensor area, the flashing strong light shuts off in 30 seconds.

Mode 5: Switch off

Light Color Shift Instruction:
1.Default Cold White on left/right light

2.Gear 1 left/right light warm light

3.Gear 2 left light cold white,right light warm white

4.Gear 3 left light warm white,right light cold white

Specification:

Notice:
1. The solar light is suitable in -10℃ to 50℃ working environment,in terrible 
     working environment, it may be dangerous or damage the battery.
2. If the solar light is not using currently, make sure charging it every 3 months 
     to maintain battery lifetime.
3. When install the solar light, choosing an open area to help the solar panel fully absorbing nutural light.
4. Avoiding the solar light from long term high tempreature,wet,crossive environment,or it may damage the battery.
5. Sensor detection mode means when there is a mobiling abject which the temperature is closing to human beings ,
     the sensor works. Any simulating situation may cause the solar light on.
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Wall Installation Instruction
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Vent valve mistproof Do not break it, 
or the waterproof function ineffective
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